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Abstract 

A computer model has been developed to simulate 
highway traffic for various degrees of automation with 
a high level of fidelity in regard to driver control and 
vehicle characteristics. The model simulates vehicle 
maneuvering in a multi-lane highway traffic system 
and allows for the use of Intelligent Transportation 
System (ITS) technologies such as an Automated In- 
telligent Cruise Control (AICC). 

The structure of the computer model facilitates the 
use of parallel computers for the highway traffic simu- 
lation, since domain decomposition techniques can be 
applied in a straight forward fashion. In this model, 
the highway system (i.e. a network of road links) is 
divided into multiple regions; each region is controlled 
by a separate link manager residing on an individual 
processor. A graphical user interface augments the 
computer model by allowing for real-time interactive 
simulation control and interaction with each individ- 
ual vehicle and road side infrastructure element on 
each link. Average speed and traffic volume data 
is collected at  user-specified loop detector locations. 
Further, as a measure of safety the so-called Time To 
Collision (TTC) parameter is being recorded. 

*lark supported by the Laboratory Directed Research 
and DeveIopmen t Program 

1 Introduction 
In 1991, the U.S. Congress through the Intermodal 
Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) initi- 
ated an Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) pro- 
gram to provide improved traffic safety and mobil- 
ity, efficient transit operation, and to minimize neg- 
ative environmental impact [l]. The proposed au- 
tomated vehicle-highway system is expected to help 
conserve energy resources and to  make more efficient 
use of existing transportation facilities. A common 
national system architecture for the ITS is currently 
being developed [2]. Some of the elements of the 
ITS architecture include in-vehicle navigation sys- 
tems, Traffic hlanagement Centers (TMC) which pro- 
vide travel advisory and other information to appro- 
priately instrumented vehicles, probe vehicles, road 
sensors, real-time adaptive traffic control systems, 
and communication systems. At hrgonne National 
Laboratory, an advanced simulator has been deveI- 
oped for instrumented smart vehicles with in-vehicle 
navigation units capable of optimal route planning 
and TrafIic hhnagement Center, Refs. [3] and [4]. 

The highway traffic simulation discussed below in- 
cludes realistic modeling of variat,ions to the posted 
driving speed and lane change behavior. The sim- 
ulator is designed in such a way, that each vehicle 
is represented by an autonomous simulation module, 
while interaction of the vehicles with its surrounding 
is controlled by an in-vehicle sensor detection system 
and/or by a link manager process. Prior to perform- 
ing any maneuvering decision, the model searches for 
and identifies for each vehicle its surrounding vehicle 
cluster. Each vehicle module is also linked to an envi- 
ronmental model, that is tracking exhaust emissions 



Figure 1: Link-to-Link connectivity. 

as well as fuel consumption. 

2 Expert Driver - Highway 
Traffic Simulator 

The Highway traffic simulator includes two main 
components. The first component is a global Ex- 
pert Driver Model (EDM) which simulates the ve- 
hicle traffic through the use of a Link Manager (LM). 
To facilitate multi-processor computing, the highway 
system (i.e. a network of road links) is divided into 
multiple regions, which are controlled by a separate 
link manager residing on an individual processor. A 
Link Manager keeps track of information on all ve- 
hicles within its domain. I t  also communicates di- 
rectly with adjacent link managers and with the ve- 
hicles under its jurisdiction. The second component 
is a local EDM which simulates vehicle-vehicle inter- 
action in a multi-lane highway system. The vehicle 
manein-ering is based on information received from 
the Link Manager and/or from simulated on-board 
instruments and human factor data. 

2.1 Global Expert Driver Model (Link 
Manager) 

For ordinary highway traffic, the Link Manager (LM) 
is artificially introduced to facilitate the simulation. 
In the case of an AutomatedHighway System (AHS), 
the L5f is the actual control environment. Many 
studies utilize a simple link management model, i.e. 
a single link in isolation, without modeling entrance 
and esit regions. Although this is sufficient for simple 
traffic simulations, the Lbf described in this paper is 
capable of interacting with surrounding and connect- 
ing links, thereby allowing for simulations of complex 
highway systems. 

The basic multi-lane link is used to describe the 
design of the LM. However, link manager models for 
other link types of the highway system are being de- 
veloped based on the same concepts. They include, 

among others, highway branching, merging, entrance 
and exit ramps. A schematic diagram of a LM is 
shown in Figure 1. Details of a basic multi-lane link 
and the use of overlapping connectivity regions are 
given in Figure 2. Only vehicles on the actual link 
are controlled by the Lkf. However, the LM has fur- 
ther knowledge of vehicles in the connectivity regions 
of adjacent links. This enables the LM to provide 
each vehicle on its link with the correct information 
regarding close-by vehicles from adjacent links. The 
connectivity regions a t  the entrance (denoted by E) 
and exit (denoted by X) of the link are divided into 
receiving (EA, X B )  and sending (ES,  X-S) zones. 
Here, the letters R and S denote receiving and send- 
ing, respectively. Furthermore, vehicles leaving the 
link during a simulation time step are collected into 
an overflow buffer region (X-0). This overflow buffer 
is combined with the X-S region before sending in- 
formation to the adjacent LM. The length of the re- 
ceiving and sending zones may differ for each fink 
to accommodate the requirements of the connecting 
links. 

Once the LM receives the information about the 
vehicles under its control and also those in the con- 
necting zones, the local Expert Driver Model EDhf 
is called to  perform vehicle maneuvers for the next 
time step of the simulation. Upon completion of the 
vehicle maneuvering phase, the Lhf generates vehicle 
information for the connectivity regions at the en- 
trance and exit of the link (E-S, X S )  as well as the 
overflow zone (X-0). This information is transferred 
to adjacent links. The link manager receives similar 
information from connecting links. The simulation 
advances to the next time step where the whole pro- 
cess is then repeated. 

2.2 Local Expert Driver Model 
(Vehicle-Vehicle Interaction) 

The local Expert Driver Model (EDi’vf) is used to de- 
t,ermine the maneuvering behavior. of all vehicles on 
a single link, taking vehicle-vehicle interaction into 
account. Silch maneuvers are dependent on the road 
and weather conditions, the type of vehicle and the 
type of driver. 

The vehicles are first sorted in a one- dimensional 
array (vector) according to the vehicle’s position on 
the link, followed by the creation of the cluster of ve- 
hicles around each vehicle on the link. The driver’s 
behavior model is then called to advance each vehicle 
to the next time step. In order to advance each ve- 
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Figure 2: Details of Link Manager (LM) regions: Entry Receive (EA), Entry Send (E-S), Link 
Manager (LM),  Exit Send (XS) ,  Exit Receive (X-R) and Exit Overflow (X-0). 

hicle to the next simulation time interval, a decision 
has to be made by the driver’s behavior model regard- 
ing the vehicle maneuver. The maneuver is based on 
the geometric structure of the vehicle-cluster and the 
human factors information concerning the type of ve- 
hicle, the type of driver and roadlweather conditions. 
The driver behavior model selects one of the following 
choices: to change lane (right or left), to  slow down, 
to speed up, or to  proceed normally. If the decision 
is to follow the vehicle in front, a car following model 
based on a Neural Network Controller[S] is called to 
provide the appropriate speed and acceleration infor- 
mation. 

2.3 Graphic User Interface (GUI) 

A graphical user interface has been deveIoped for the 
Expert Driver Model. -4 sample screen copy of the 
color displays is shown in Figure 3. The GUI is writ- 
ten in C and is based on Xll/PvIotif. The default 
window configuration is shown in Figures 3. The top 
display window gives a global view of 300 vehicles on 
a single link (2 miles long). Below this window is a 
detailed view of the vehicles on a 0.05 mile stretch of 
the highway. This localized region can be selected by 
clicking on any region in the global view of the road. 
The selected region is indicated by two vertical lines 
in the top window. Loop detector locations are indi- 
cated by a square symbol below the distance markers 
in both road views. .%long the top of the screen are 
two additional windows, one displays the simulation 
time and the other contains application and display 

control buttons. One such button, the “Display Ve- 
hicle Info” button, allows the user to step through a 
list of vehicle parameters and to select a parameter 
which is then displayed for all vehicles in the local 
road view. As an example, the distance to the pre- 
ceding vehicle (in feet) is displayed in Figure 3. Any 
window of the GUI can be resized and individually 
closed or opened. 

I t  is also possible to retrieve easily vehicle infor- 
mation such as statistical and environmental data for 
any vehicle currently visible in the local road display. 
As a measure of safety, the Time-To-Collision (TTC) 
and the distance to the preceding vehicle are further 
included in the vehicle information panel. The T T C  
is a parameter that denotes the time in which a vehi- 
cle potentially collides with a slower preceding vehicle 
and is calculated (reaction time neglected) for each 
vehicle traveling faster then the preceding vehicle by 
dividing the distance between both vehicles by their 
speed differential. The median TTC value (i.e. the 
50 percentile) for the total system is a measure for 
the level of harmonization of the traffic flow. 

2.4 Structure of the EDM Simulator 

A block diagram for the EDhI simulator, which is 
built upon an object oriented concept, is given in 
Figure 4. This schematic diagram depicts three link 
managers, each with a sample of three vehicles and 
two ITS infrastructure modules, i.e. loop detectors. 
In the actual EDhl simulator. a single link manager 
will typically be responsible foi a fern hundreds or 
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Figure 3: Screen copy of the graphic user interface (GUI) of the EDM highway simulator. 

thousands of vehicles. The simulator is further aug- 
mented by the Graphic User Interface and data ac- 
quisition modules. Not shown in Figure 4 are the 
details of the link manager and vehicle module. Each 
link manager module is responsible for anter link con- 
nectavity, local vehzcle data structure, local ITS infras- 
tructure and data collectzon. The vehicle module con- 
sists further of a current sztuation, a driver's decision, 
a dynamacnl vehzcle system, an envaronmental, and a 
data collectzon modules as described before. To sup- 
port the object-oriented concept of the EDM simula- 
tor and its dynamic nature, the code utilizes dynamic 
data structures such as binary-trees, linked lists and 
dymiiiically allocated multi-dimensional arrays. In 
the parallel implementation, the EDbI simulator is 
further augmented with data exchange, synchroniza- 
tion and control routines. 

2.5 Parallel Implementation 
The structure of the global E,DM facilitates the use 
of parallel computers for the highway traffic simula- 
tion. Domain decomposition techniques as described 
in Ref.[G] is applied in a straight forward fashion. 
The highway traffic system is divided into multiple 

regions; Each region is controlled by a separate link 
manager residing on an individual processor. 

The Message Passing Interface (MPI)[?] is utilized 
for implementing the simulator as a Single Instruc- 
tion Multiple Data (SIMD) code for parallel com- 
puting environments. MPI, a de facto standard, 
is supported on most workstations (network con- 
nected or multi-processor shared memory) and par- 
allel super-computers. The portable implementation 
of h4PI called MPICH, which has been developed 
jointly by Argonne National Laboratory and Missis- 
sippi State University, is used here (see internet l ink 
http://wurw.mcs.anl.go~r/mpi/mpich/). 

Multi-processor workstations represent the state- 
of-the-art of high-performance computing in engi- 
neering offices. Therefore, a two-processor shared 
memory SUN HyperSPARC workstation (Solaris 2.5 
Operating System) is used for the initial implemen- 
tation, testing, and evaluation of the parallel simu- 
lator. In comparison to a network of workstations, 
a multi-processor shared-memory computer provides 
at inininiiini an order of magnit,ude faster data  ex- 
change between processors, which in turn increases 
the parallel efficiency due to reduced message pass- 
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Figure 4: EDM block diagram 

ing overhead. SUN HyperSPARC workstation. 

The parallel implementation is based on a version 
of the simulator for computation in batch mode (i.e. 
data I/O to  files), which does not support the above 3 
described graphical user interface. The GUI will be 
incorporated with the parallel simulator code at a A ComPllter rnOdel has been dek-eloPed to simulate 
future date. TO demonstrate the parallel traffic sim- highway traffic for various degrees of automation with 
ulator, a closed loop of 2-mile length is divided into a high level of fidelity in regard to driver control and 
two separate road segments, each control1ed by a link vehicle characteristics. The model simulates vehicle 
manager which is executed on individua1 processors. maneuvering in a multi-lane highway traffic system 
The GUI is utilized during the post-processing stage and a l h s  the use of an Automated Intelligent Cruise 
to display the traffic flow, as shown in Figure 5. it Control. 
situation is depicted in which a stalled truck (lo- The highway traffic simulation includes realis- 
cated on the second link) is blocking the left most tic modeling of variations to the posted driting 
lane. Due to the lane blockage and the occupied speed which are based on human factor studies that 
middle lane, the sports convertible (located on the take into consideration weather and road conditions, 
first link) had to stop, as indicated in Figure 5 .  For driver's personality and behavior, vehicle type, and 
comparison, a serial calculation is performed utilizing safe-passing zones. 
a single link manager. Both. the serial and the two- The initial implementation of the parallel code on 
processor simulations give the exact same results: this a two-processor shared memory workstation (utiliz- 
demonstrates the correctness of the inter-link bound- ing the message passing interface, MPI) demonstrates 
ary treatment. A detailed timing study has not been the correctness of the inter-link boundary treatment. 
completed at  this time: however. first observations First observations suggest that a linear and in some 
suggest that a linear and in some cases even a super- cases even a super-linear speedup can be achieved 
linear speedup can be achieved on the two-processor on the two-processor SUN HyperSPARC workstation. 

COnClUSiOnS 
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Figure 5 :  View of the link-link interface for the parallel test  case. 

Work is progress to implement the parallel code on 
the 128 processor IBM SP a t  Argonne National Labo- 
ratory in order to perform detailed performance stud- 
ies on larger processor clusters. 
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